We obtain the action of Moffat's Modified Gravity (MOG), a scalar-tensor-vector theory of gravitation, by generalizing the Horava-Witten mechanism to fourteen dimensions. We show that the resulting theory is anomaly-free. We propose an extended version of MOG that includes fermionic fields.
to the action of the modified gravity (MOG) theory presented in [1] .
First, we introduce the Horava-Witten mechanism in 11-dimensional spacetime. In this model, the bosonic part of the action in 11-dimensional supergravity (SUGRA) is given by [4, 5] :
where ε I1I2..I k is the rank-k Levi-Civita pseudotensor and CGG is used to denote the product term of the three-form field C I1I2I3 and four-form field G IJKL , which are directly related to the gauge field A I , field strength F IJ and Ricci curvature R IJ [5] : 
where and C characterize infinitesimal gauge transformations [5] . Here, ε(x 11 ) is 1 for x 11 > 0 and −1 for x 11 < 0 and also δ(x 11 ) = 1 2 ∂ε(x 11 )/∂x 11 is the Dirac delta function. As usual [5] , tr is 1/30th of the trace Tr in the adjoint representation for E 8 × E 8 . The ellipsis (...) denotes terms that are regular near x 11 = 0 hence vanish there [5] . The gauge variation of the CGG term in the action yields the following equation [5] : 
where tr X n = tr(X [I1I2 ..X I2n−1I2n] ) = ε I1I2..I2n−1I2n X I1I2 ..X I2n−1I2n . The above terms cancel the anomaly of (S Bosonic−SUGRA ) in 11-dimensional manifolds [5] :
Thus, S CGG is necessary for anomaly cancelation. Our goal now is to find a good rationale for its inclusion. We also answer the issue of the origin of CGG terms in 11-dimensional supergravity. In fact, we propose a theory in which CGG terms appear in the supergravity action without being added by hand. To this end, we will show that first, there are only point like manifolds with scalars which attach to them. By joining these manifolds, 1-dimensional manifolds are emerged which gauge fields and gravitons live on them. Then, these manifolds glue to each other and build higher N-dimensional manifolds with various orders of gauge fields and curvatures. Gauge fields are strings with two ends which end produces one indice and totally field strength of gauge field has two indices. Some gauge fields join to each other and form G-fields. These G-fields are constructed from linking two strings and have four ends. Each end of string produce one indice and thus G-fields have four indices. By breaking one N-dimensional manifold, two lower dimensional manifolds (child manifolds) are produced which are connected by an extra manifold, called Chern-Simons manifold. Some strings are strengthed between child manifolds and produce anomaly. At this stage, one end of some G-fields is located on Chern-Simons manifold and three other ends are placed on one of child manifolds. An observer that lives on one of child manifolds sees only three ends of some of G-fields. These fields play the role of Chern-Simons fields or C-fields in supergravity. The anomaly which is produced in child manifolds can be removed by extra terms which are produced by Chern-Simons manifold and gravity can be anomaly free. In fact, if we sum over energies of child manifolds and Chern-Simons one get the energy of initial big Manifold which is anomaly free. We discuss this subject in detail.
Before discussing the process of formation of various manifolds with different dimensions, we should obtain a relation between string fields and matters and gravity. This helps us to re-formulate field theory in terms of derivatives of strings. To do this, first, we assume that our universe is born on a D3-brane. Thus, evolution of universe can be controlled by evolution of this brane and strings which live on it. Let us to introduce the action of D3-brane which is given by [13] :
where A b is the gauge field, F ab is the field strength, X µ is the string, g µν is the metric, T D3 is tension and l s is the string length. Substituting X 0 = t and doing some mathematical calculations, the acion D3-brane in equation (5) is given by [13] :
To construct our universe on a D3-brane, this action should be equal to the action of fields and gravity in 4-dimensional universe. The action of matter and gravity is given by:
where φ is the scalar field and ψ is the fermionic field. Puting equation of (6) equal to the equation (7) and doing some mathematical calculations, we obtain the relation between strings and matter fields:
where we have assumed T D3 1 and 4π 2 l 4 s
1. This equation shows that there is direct relation between strings and fields in 4-dimensional field theory. Using this relation, we can consider the process of formation of manifolds and fields which live on them.
At this stage, we will show that at the beginning, there are point like manifolds in space (See Figure 1 ) which strings are attached to them. These manifolds have only one dimension in direction of time. All interactions between strings on one manifold are the same and are concentrated on one point which manifold is located on it. The potential of these interactions can be shown by a delta function and thus, the energy of manifold tends to one.
where M 0 denotes the point like manifold,X I 's are strings which attached to them and y is the length of point which shrinks to zero. With new redifinition of string fieldsX I −→ √ 2πyX I , we get:
We can calculate the integral and obtain a solution for strings (X I ):
where I is the unitary matrix. This equation shows that at the beginning, there is no interaction between strings and they are the same. In fact, there is a very high symmetry for the early stages of world and all matters have the same origin.
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String String At second stage, two point like manifolds join to each other and form a one dimensional manifold (See Figure 2. ). The interactions between strings on each point like manifold can be explained by a delta function and total interaction of strings can be described by a big delta function. Because, all strings which are attached on one point like manifold, interact with each other on one point and thus total potential is zero in other points and infinite in this special point. Integrating over all these potentals yields:
where M 0 1/2 denote the first or second point like manifolds,X 1/2 I 's are strings which attached to them and y 1/2 are the length of points which shrinks to zero. In above equation, there are two integrations which one is related to time and other is corresponded to space. For this reason, we have 1-dimensional manifold in space and 2-dimensional manifold in space-time. Because of special properties of time, we only regard dimension of manifold in space. Again, we redifine string fieldsX I −→ √ 2πyX I and obtain:
When, point like manifolds join to each other and construct a one dimensional manifold, strings will be functions of coordinates of both manifolds (X I (y 1 , y 2 )). We can rewrite equation (13) as:
In above equation, one of coordinates can be known as time coordinate and other can be known as the spacecoordinate. Thus, ignoring time direction, above equation explains the energy along one dimensional manifold in space. By using taylor method, we expand exponential functions over the crossed points. We obtain:
In above equation, any change in the shape of strings is shown by an special derivative respect to coordinates. These different shapes produce different types of matters like scalars, spinors and gauge fields. For example, symmetric derivatives respect to coordinates, produce gravitons and anti-symmetric derivatives produce gauge fields (See figures 3, 4 and 5). Using the result in equation (8), we obtain: 
where g is the metric, F is the field strenth, A is the gauge field and φ is the scalar field (See figures 3, 4 and 5). It is clear from figure 1 that scalars (φ) are produced by joining two ends of strings on point like manifolds. Figure  2 , shows that if one end of string is located on one point like manifold and another point is placed on another point manifold, one gauge field (F ij ) is emerged. By changing the place of i and j, direction of fields is reversed. Figure 5 indicates that near the linked points of point-like manifolds, strings form symmetric shapes which can be known as a graviton.
We also assume that point like manifolds are very closed to each other and thus, we have:
Using equations (17 and 16) in equation (15), we obtain:
This equation shows that by joining point like manifolds and formation of 1-dimensional manifolds, gauge fields and scalars are appeared. Also, the shape of energy which is produced during this process, is very the same of energy of matters in usual quantum field theory. To consider the process of creation of gravity, we go towards next steps.
At third stage, two one dimensional manifold or three point like manifolds join to each other and construct a 2-dimensional manifold (See Figure 6. ). Similar to previous stages, the potential of interactions between strings on joined point like manifolds should be explained by delta functions. We can write: 
Redifining string fieldsX I −→ √ 2πyX I yields:
By joining point like manifolds to each other and building a 2-dimensional manifold, strings will be functions of coordinates of three manifolds (X I (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 )). Thus, equation (20) can be rewritten as:
Strings which one end is place on one point like manifold and other is located on another point like manifold form Gauge fields (F-fields (Fij)).
Strings which two ends are placed near linked point and construct a symmetric shape, form graviton fields (gij).
One of these coordinates is known as time coordinate and two others are known as spacial coordinates. Ignoring time dimension, we have 2-dimensional manifold in space. By applying taylor mechanism and expand exponential functions over the crossed points, we re-obtain all terms of equation (15) in additional to following integration:
Thus, energy of 2-dimensional manifold can be obtained by summing over energies of 1-dimensional manifolds plus extra energy which is needed for linking manifolds. Using results in equation (8 and 16), we can calculate terms in above integration:
Similar to previous stages, we assume that point like manifolds are very closed to each other and thus, we can write:
Using equations ( 15, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24) in equation (22), we obtain:
This equation indicates that by joining 1-dimensional manifolds and constructing 2-dimensional manifolds, the first signature of gravity is appeared. In fact, energy of system not only includes energy of matters but also contains some Γ terms which are the first steps towards gravity.
At fourth stage, four point like manifolds or 2-dimensional manifolds join to each other and construct a 3-dimensional manifold (See Figure 7) . Again, the potential of interactions between strings on the point like manifolds should be described by delta functions. We get:
Constructing of 2-dimensional manifold by joining point like manifolds.
It is clear that for 3-dimensional manifold, there are 3+1 integrations. Extra dimension is corresponded to time and totaly, we have 4-dimensional manifold. By using new difinition of string fieldsX I −→ √ 2πyX I , we obtain:
When point like manifolds join to each other and construct a 3-dimensional manifold, strings will be functions of coordinates of four manifolds (X I (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 )). In these conditions, equation (27) can be taken the following shape:
Similar to previous stages, using taylor mechanism and expanding exponential functions over the crossed points yields all terms of equation (15 and 22) in additional to following integration:
This equation indicates that energy of 3-dimensional manifold can be derived by summing over energies of 2-dimensional manifolds plus extra energy which is needed for linking manifolds. Using definitions in equation (8, 16 and 23 ), we can obtain terms in above integration:
Again, we assume that point like manifolds are very closed to each other and thus, we can obtain:
Using equations ( 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 30, 31 ) in equation (29), we obtain:
Above equation shows that by joining 2-dimensional manifolds and building 3-dimensional ones, gravity is emerged completely. In fact, energy of system devided to two parts, one is related to matters and usual quantum field theory and other is corresponded to curvatures which are direct signatures of gravity. Our universe is a three-dimensional manifold in space which has also one time dimension. For this reason, we can observe that energy of 3-dimensional manifold is the same of energy of matter fields in our universe.
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Constructing of 3-dimensional manifold by joining point like manifolds. Now, we can generalize this mechanism to N-dimensional manifold in space (See Figure 8 ). This manifold can be constructed by joining (N+1) point like manifolds, which the density potential of interactions between strings on them could be explained by delta functions. In fact, all interactions on one point like manifold are concentrated on one point and thus total potential is approximately infinite. This potential which is zero in other points and infinite in one special point can be described by delta function. Integration over all these potentals, we obtain total energy of system:
In above equation, energy of manifold is normalized to one. It is observed that for N-dimensional manifold, there are N+1 integrations. Extra dimension is related to time and totaly, we have N+1-dimensional manifold. Applying new difinition of string fieldsX I −→ √ 2πyX I , we get:
By joining point like manifolds and constructing a N-dimensional manifold, strings will be functions of coordinates of N+1 manifolds (X I (y 1 ....y N +1 )). Thus, equation (34) can be written the following form:
Using taylor method and expanding exponential functions over the crossed points, we obtain all terms of equation (15, 22 and 29) in additional to following integration:
This equation shows that energy of N-dimensional manifold can be obtained by summing over energies of N-1-dimensional manifolds plus extra energy which is needed for linking manifolds. On the other hand, N-1-dimensional can be built from (N-2)-dimensional manifolds. Also, this manifold can be produced by joining lower dimensional manifolds. Finally, we can conlude that each manifold is constructed from zer0-dimensional or point-like manifolds. Extra energy which is created during producing manifolds can construct usual field theory in 4-dimensional universe. Using definitions in equation (8, 16 , 23 and 30 ), we can calculate terms in above integrations:
Using equations ( 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30 , 31, 32,37, 38 ) in equation (36), we obtain:
This equation shows that by joining point like manifolds and constructing N-dimensional ones, the related energy in usual quantum field theory is appeared. Also, there are some extra terms related to higher order of gauge fields, curvatures and their derivatives that number of ordering depends on the number of dimension of manifold. This means that by increasing number of dimensions, order of fields and their derivatives grows. Now, the question arises that what is the origin of the emergence of anomaly for some specian number of dimensions. We will show that if N-dimensional manifold is broken to two or more manifolds, strings which are attached on each manifod depend on the coordinates of that manifold and miss the dependency on the coordinates of other manifolds. However, some strings are located between two manifolds and are functions of coordinates of both manifolds (See Figure 9 ). These strings produce the anomaly in each broken manifold which can be removed by regarding effect of other manifolds.
Using equation (36) and regarding strings which are strengthed between two manifolds, we can obtain the energy of P-dimensional manifold:
In above equation, some extra strings have been aded to usual energy of manifold. These strings are produced during the breaking of parent manifold and the emergence of new child manifolds. They are functions of both coordinates of two child manifolds and stringthed between them. We can rewrite the relation between energy of manifold which is produced by breaking of bigger manifold and the energy of manifold which is produced by joining point like manifolds:
Using equations ( 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30 , 31, 32, 36, 37, 38,39 ) in equation (41), we obtain:
where
and g i1ip+1+n play the role of gauge fields and graviton which move between manifolds. In fact, they are strings that strengthed between manifolds. Indice i 1 is related to one end of string which is attached to the broken manifold and indice i P +1+n is corresponded to the end of string which is located between manifolds. We can show that these fields produce the anomaly. For this we calculate the gauge variation of energy in equation (42):
These results are in good agreement with the anomaly which has been obtained in Horava-Witten mechanism for 10-dimensional manifold in space plus one dimension in time [4, 5] . This means that the main reason for producing anomaly is the gauge fields and gravitons which fly between child manifolds. They are produced by breaking of parent manifolds and production of child manifolds. These fields can peoduce a new manifold which acts as a bridge between child manifolds (See Figure 10) . For future goals, we call this manifold as a Chern-Simons manifold. In fact, if we sum over energies of child manifolds and Chern-Simons one, we obtain the energy of un-broken and initial N-dimensional Manifold which is anomaly free (δ A E M N = 0).
Until now, we have discussed about the emergence of field strength with two indices during formation of Ndimensional manifolds. While in supergravity (See equation (1)), we have G-fields with four indices. Now, the question arises that what is the origin of these fields? In equation (2), we observed that G-fields with four indices have a direct relation with F-terms with two indices. In fact, F-fields are produced by moving of two ends of strings. By joining two strings, an object with four ends is created which produces G-fields (See Figure 11) .This means that number of indices or rank of field strengths is related to the number of ends of strings or objects which are produced by them. Using one of terms in energy of P-dimensional manifold in equation (42) and the relation between F-terms and G-therms in equation (2), we can extract GG-terms in the action of supergravity in equation (1):
This equation shows that by joining F-fields, G-fields are emerged and produce GG-terms in the action of supergravity. In fact, by increasing dimension of manifolds, higher orders of F-fields are created that can cause to the production of G-terms with more indices. Now, we can show that by breaking manifolds, three ends of G-fields is located on P-dimensional manifold and one of ends of this field is placed on Chern-Simons manifold. In these conditions, C-fields in the action of supergravity (See equation (1)) are created by breaking of G-fields (See Figure 12) . Using one another terms of energy of P-dimensional manifold in equation (42) and the relation between F-terms and C-therms in equation (2), we can extract CGG-terms in the action of supergravity in equation (1):
For P=10, above energy can be reduced to CGG-terms in eleven-dimensional supergravity:
Above results show that by breaking manifolds, one of ends of some of G-fields are placed on Chern-Simons manifold. These fields are observed only with three inices from an observer on P-dimensional manifold. These types of fields are known as C-fields. Then, these fields interact with other G-fields on the manifold and produce CGG terms in the action of supergravity. Extra indice i P +1+n on C-fields indicates that one of ends of this field is located outside of broken manifold and on Chern-Simons manifold (See Figure 12) .
Until now, we have have obtained the explicit relation between scalars, gauge fields, gravitons, G-fields, C-fields and strings. We also calculated the energy of gravity and matter fields which live on N-dimensional manifold. We have discussed that by breaking N-dimensional manifold, lower dimensional manifolds plus Chern-Simons manifold are created. We have shown that strings which are strengthed between two manifolds are the main cause of the emergence of anomaly. Now, we want to limit our selves to two 11-dimensional manifolds in Horava-Witten mechanism plus extra three dimensional Chern-Simons manifold which connect them. We obtain the exact terms of MOG gravity and show that this type of modified gravity is anomaly free.
Using equation (15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30, 31, 32, 36, 37, 38, 39) for strings, we can obtain the relation between fields and strings [8, 14] : [(
Assuming that fields change slowly respect to coordinates and using ofĜ IJ = R IJ − 1 2 Rg IJ , we can solve above equation and obtain the better result respect to equation (8) for relation between strings and fields:
where φ is the scalar field, and A I is the gauge field and Γ has the relation with the curvature (R) and I J is a unit vector in direction of (J-th) dimension. Previously, we have shown that before joining point like manifolds and formation of higher dimensional manifolds, the origin of all matter and strings are the same and they are equal to unit vectors (I J = I J ( J is a symbole that caries indice of dimension)). Then, by constructing N-dimensional manifolds by joining point like manifolds, some extra fields (φ, A I ) are appeared and interact with each other. Before joining point like manifolds, we have a symmetry which can be explained in terms of unit vectors. In the static state, all strings can be described by unit vectors. When manifolds interact with each other, the symmetry is broken and fields emerge.
By above definition, we can show that gauge fields and curvatures in energy of manifolds like equation (39) can be replaced by Poisson brackets. These brackets help us to propose a unified model for writing interacting terms in action or energy. In fact, using of Poisson brackets instead of many various fields in action, make the complicated calculations very easy. For this, using equation (48), we obtain following relation:
where is a symbole which carries indices of dimensions. Above equation shows that various fields like gauge fields and curvatures in energy or action can be replaced by a unified shape of poisson brackets. Using this technique makes the calculations easy and help us to find ways for removing the anomaly from manifolds. Using 4-dimensional instead of 2-dimensional brackets, we can obtain the GG term G IJKL G IJKL in supergravity in terms of strings (X):
Equation (50) helps us extract the CGG terms from the GG terms in supergravity. To this end, we will add a 3-dimensional manifold related to Lie-three-algebra to the 11-dimensional supergravity by using the properties of strings (X) in Nambu-Poisson brackets [14] : 
where ellipses (...) were used to represent higher-order derivatives. The integration is over a 3-dimensional manifold with coordinates (y I5 , y I6 , y I7 ) and consequently, the integration can be shown by y I 5 +y I 6 +y I 7 = dy
). This result shows that ignoring fluctuations of space that cause the production of fields, the result of integration over each 3-dimensional manifold tends to one. When, we add one manifold to another, the integration will be the product of integration over each manifold.
Extending the manifold over additional dimensions extends the integration volume element. By extending the 11-dimensional manifold in Eq. (50) with the 3-dimensional manifold of Eq. (52), we get
where we notice that after making the identification
we recover the CGG action in 11 + 3 dimensions:
This equation has three interesting results: 1. The CGG term appears in the supergravity action as a result of adding a 3-dimensional manifold, 2. Combining the 11-dimensional supergravity with the 3-dimensional manifold yields 14-dimensional supergravity. 3. The shape of C-term is now clear in terms of string fields (X I ). To verify that the theory is correct, we should be able to get back the gauge variation of the CGG-action in Eq. (3) in terms of fields strengths and curvature. To this end, using Eqs. (52) and (54), we can calculate the gauge variation of C [14] : The first term in Eq. (57) cancels the anomaly in Eq. (3). However, the second term yields the action of modified gravity. In fact, we can rewrite the second term of Eq. (57) for n = m = 1 as follows:
where, using the definitions φ = ln(µ) and F IJ = B IJ , we obtain the following action: 
It is clear that the first two terms of Eq. (62) cancel the anomaly via the Horava-Witten mechanism [4, 5] . However,
